


 1. CADMUS 

 2. PENTHEUS-son of Agave-relates to DIONYSUS- 
grandson of CADMUS 

 3. LABDACUS 
4. LYCUS 

 5. ZETHUS and AMPHION –Amphion married Niobe 

 6. LAIUS 

 7. OEDIPUS 
8. ETEOCLES 

 9. CREON 

 10. LAODAMAS 



 



 Eastern Connections.  Cadmus is Europa’s brother.  
Europa, Tyrian princess (mother of Minos by Zeus in 
Crete) was abducted by a bull (transformed Zeus,  see 
Ovid’s Metamorphoses 2.846ff). Europa, an “Asiatic” 
figure that makes her way into the Greek world. Zeus 
disguised as bull took Agenor’s daughter, Europa, who 
was amazed at the bull.  She came close offered 
flowers, and dared sit upon his back.  Then the god 
leapt from the land into the sea…Europa was 
transported to Crete, where she became the mother of 
Minos by Zeus. 

 
 Cadmus was looking for his sister, Delphi oracle told 

him not to worry about her but follow a certain cow and 
found a city where it rested. 

 





 Story of Europa- first Asiatic figure makes her 
way in Greek world.  Princess of Tyre  

  Story in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, book 2. 

 Zeus disguised as bull took Agenor’s 
daughter, Europa, who was amazed at the 
bull.  She came close offered flowers, and 
dared sit upon his back.  Then the god leapt 
from the land into the sea…Europa was 
transported to Crete, where she became the 
mother of Minos by Zeus. 





 

 Laius on exile.  Received hospitality of PELOPS in  
Elis, northwest Peloponnese. 

 Sacred ties of guest and host violated by Laius who 
fell in love with Chrysippus, Pelops’ son and 
abducted him.  Pelops cursed him. 

 Oracle at Delphi warned Laius about the children 
who were to be born. 

 Excerpt with the oracle from Sophocles’ Oedipus 
Tyrannus: “I will give you a  son, but you are 
destined to die in his hands.  This is the decision of 
Zeus, in answer to the bitter curses of Pelops, whose 
son you abducted.” 

Returned to Thebes, became the king. 

 



 Laius married Jocasta  

 consulted the oracle about the children who should 
be born to him and Jocasta. 

 Main source for the myth of Oedipus- 

  SOPHOCLES’ tragedy entitled: Oedipus the King-  
or else referred to as OEDIPUS TYRANNUS, first 
performed around 429 BC 
 

 Tyrannus=King in early Greek 



 When he was born, his father, Laius, tried to 
avoid his fate, sent the infant to be exposed 
on Mount Cithaeron with a spike driven 
through his ankles  (mythic need for name 
aetiology, Oedipus= swollen feet). 

 The servant who had to perform the task 
felt pity for the baby and gave him to a 
Corinthian shepherd, who then gave it to 
the king of Corinth, Polybus.  Oedipus was 
brought up as a son of Polybus and the 
queen Merope. 



 A drunken companion told Oedipus that he 
was not the natural son of Polybus and 
Merope. 

 Left Corinth to consult the oracle. 
 Oracle warning “avoid homeland, since he 

must murder his father and marry his 
mother. 

 Oedipus did not return to Corinth (that he 
believed as his homeland) and took the 
road that leads to Thebes. 

 ESSENCE Of tragedy 



 Sophocles Oedipus the King  800-813. 

 “As I came to this junction of three roads, a herald 
and a man riding in a horse-drawn chariot blocked 
my way, they violently drove me off the road.  In 
anger, I struck the driver…I killed them all.” 

 The old man, whom Oedipus did not recognize was 
Laius.  The curse of Pelops was fulfilled. The oracle 
was right, he had killed his real father. 

 Oedipus came to Thebes. Dead king, city plagued 
by a monster, SPHINX, sent by Hera. 

 NAME- Sphinx (=strangler). 



 Face of a woman, body of a lion, wings of a 
bird.  Had learned a riddle from the Muses, 
which it asked the Thebans. 

 What is it that has one name that is four-
footed, two-footed and three-footed? 

 The regent of the throne (Creon, Jocasta’s 
brother) offered the throne and the queen 
as a wife to anyone who would solve the 
riddle. 

 Oedipus’ answer “Man” 



 Apollo’s prophecy fulfilled. 
 Oedipus and Jocasta married, had four 

children: Polynices, Eteocles, Antigone and 
Ismene. 

 After many years a plague afflicted Thebes 
 Oracle’s answer: result of a pollution for the 

murder of Laius. 
 Polybus died, the messenger who brought 

the news reassured Oedipus that he was not 
the son of Polybus.  The same messenger as 
the shepherd who had to expose the infant 
Oedipus. 



◦ The End of the Oedipus Tyrannus 

◦  Regaining heroic stature 

◦  Human and divine relationships 

◦  Acceptance of the will of the gods 

◦  Inevitability of fate 

◦  Personal responsibility for actions committed 

 



 Importance of dialogue in Sophocles’ tragedy. 
 Revelation of truth.  Jocasta hanged herself, 

Oedipus blinded himself. 
 Structural reading –seeing and not seeing. 

(lines 1329-1335) 
 Reason vs fate-  
 Tragedy of knowledge. 



 Oedipus TYRANNUS or else OEDIPUS the King is an Athenian 
tragedy by Sophocles that was first performed c. 429 BC in 
ATHENS. 

 Over the centuries, it has come to be regarded by many as the Greek 
tragedy par excellence 

 Importance of chronology for the themes. 
 Theme of plague at the beginning of tragedy 
 The tragedy was performed at the beginning of the Peloponnesian 

War (which began in 431 until 404, between Athens and Sparta and 
their allies). 

 Athens had a great plague that began in 430 BCE. For the impact of 
Athens’ plague on the social imagination see book by R. Mitchell-
Boyask Plague and the Athenian Imagination: Drama, History, and 
the Cult of Asclepius. 

 Disease as a theme in the play, a theme in myth. 
 Pericles the famous athenian statesman died during this plague. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classical_Athens
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tragedy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sophocles


 Oedipus speaking to the Chorus (lines 
1329ff): 

 “Apollo it was, Apollo, who brought to 
fruition these my evil sufferings; No one 
struck [my eyes] but I in my misery. Why 
should I need to see, when there is nothing 
sweet for me to see? 
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